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Chapter 1 
 

     In the echoes of a raindrop, in the after thought of a small splash, and in-between the 
corners of our universe, there exists another world; a world of strange lands and unusual 
creatures; a world very different from our own.  This world is known by its inhabitants as 
Carnia.  No, I did not say “Narnia,” for I have never heard of such a place!  No, this land 
is Carnia, and it is at war.  The inhabitants of Carnia fight a great battle between good and 
evil; a tremendous struggle over power; the power to control all creatures, the “One 
Ding!” 
     What is the One Ding, you ask? Before I answer the question you so rudely 
interrupted me with, allow me to introduce myself.  I am the narrator.  I know what is 
happening at all times, and I know every thought of every character, and I will share this 
knowledge with you.  For it is by these “powers” that I, the great narrator, shall tell you 
this tale. 
     Our tale begins on a bright sunny day on the Field of Flotarn in the southern most 
region of Carnia.  It is here that a great battle is taking… oh wait.  I’m sorry.  I forgot to 
answer your question, and you really should know the answer.  Since this tale revolves 
around the One Ding how can I tell it if you do not know what the One Ding is.  The One 
Ding is, of course, a bell.  Hence its name, “The One Ding.”  Now can we continue? 
     What?  You were not satisfied with that answer.  You say why are they fighting over a 
bell?  Fine, I’ll tell you.  Thousands of years ago in Carnia there lived a powerful evil 
sorcerer.  He desired to rule Carnia and to this end he molded a bell from the very stones 
of the Volcanissimo Vulcanic Vuumaranastic-lagastic-mastic Volcano.  Please don’t 
make me say that again.  Well, as you know, that volcano had as its source the very 
depths of hell.  Satan himself created that volcano and so its rocks consisted of pure evil.  
What do you mean you did not know that?  Oh well, now you do.  So this sorcerer made 
the One Ding in the shape of a bell and when he would ring it, anyone who heard it 
would instantly become his slave.  He ruled over Carnia with it for two hundred years 
until an Ogre by the name of Namananana engaged him in battle.  They fought for ninety 
days straight, until finally Namanananana captured the One Ding.  Without the One Ding 
at his control, the sorcerer was defeated.  To prevent this from ever happening again, 
Namananananana… uh… something like that… destroyed the One Ding, or so that’s 
what we are meant to believe… 
 
     Our tale begins on a bright sunny day on the Field of Flotarn in the southern most 
region of Carnia.  It is here that a great battle is taking place…  Are you sure you don’t 
have any more questions?  Last chance.  Once I really get started, I’m not going to want 
to stop!  Maybe you should go to the restroom before I start… 
 
      Alright, let me start over.  Our tale begins on a bright sunny day on the Field of 
Flotarn in the southern most region of Carnia.  It is here that a great battle is taking place.  
An army of Fuzzbuckets is facing off in a fearsome fight against the Ogres.   Although 
the Fuzzbuckets are considerably smaller than the Ogres, they are much more agile.  
Small and furry, these creatures, which resemble furry buckets with eyes and a mouth on 
them, are very skilled at bouncing across the jello-like hills of the Field of Flortan and 
acrobating through the air.  The ogres, which are large, round, and clumsy meet the 



Fuzzbuckets swords in the air and thus the sound of clashing metal fills the field.  
Somewhere in the middle of the battle are two characters that we will want to get to 
know.  One of them is the Prince of the Fuzzbuckets.  His name is Prince Fuzzy.  He 
fights with skill and determination, believing strongly in his cause.  His opponent is an 
ogre named Natal.  Natal is a scientist, but science in Carnia is very different from 
science in our world.  The laws of nature are very strange in Carnia and so what they 
consider science may appear to us as magic, but it is not.  As I have already said, it is 
science.   
     “I know you have it!” yells Prince Fuzzy as their swords slam together again with 
great impact. 
     “I don’t know what you are talking about!” yells back Natal. 
      “Don’t play games with me!” responds Prince Fuzzy.  Their swords strike again with 
a tremendous force that knocks Prince Fuzzy down to the ground.  He bounces off the 
jello-like surface of the land and leaps back towards Natal.  Natal again blocks the thrust 
of his sword.  “Give me the One Ding.” 
      “Why on earth…” (That doesn’t really make sense does it.  Let’s try this… ) “Why 
on Carnia would you think I have the One Ding?” asks the ogre as he sends a slight 
electrical charge through the air that zaps Prince Fuzzy.  Not magic, remind you, but 
science.  Remember, the laws of nature are different in Carnia. 
     “You think I’m a fool!  I know you have it!” 
     “The One Ding was destroyed hundreds of years ago by the Ogre Namananana,” 
explains Natal. 
     “Namananana?” laughs Prince Fuzzy.  “What kind of a name is that?” 
     “Oh I wouldn’t start making fun of names, Prince. Fuzzy the Fuzzbucket.  I mean, 
really, Prince Fuzzy; could you be any cornier!” 
     “Hey!  Leave my name out of this!” 
     Their battle continues.  Their blades strike again and again and again.  Prince Fuzzy 
bounces off the hills and soars into the air, does two somersaults mid air, and soars up to 
the height of his opponent.  Their blades strike again, but the impact knocks Natal over.  
He falls down, bouncing off the round jello bumps of the ground.  Out of his pocket an 
object falls and bounces across the ground.  It is a bell.  Natal struggles to stand back up. 
     “I knew it!” yells out Prince Fuzzy.  “You do have it.”  He runs towards it. 
     “Nasar!” shouts out Natal to one of his fellow ogres.  “Get the bell!” 
     Nasar turns.  He jumps up and bounces off the ground.  He soars up through the air, 
does a flip and heads down towards the bell.  But he doesn’t finish his flip in time, hits 
his head on the ground, and rolls for several feet past the bell. 
     “What was that!” yells out Natal still trying to get up. 
     “They do it all the time!” responds Nasar.  “I thought it looked like fun!” 
     Natal shakes his head and groans.  Prince Fuzzy has already grabbed the bell and is 
retreated from the battlefield.  Natal gets up and charges after him.  Fuzzbuckets come at 
him from the left, from the right, and from above.  His sword swipes each one them with 
a solid blow, throwing them back to the ground.  Without breaking stride he continues his 
pursuit of Prince Fuzzy.    
       “Stop him!” yells out Prince Fuzzy.  “Protect your prince.”   
       The Fuzzbuckets pile on top of Natar one by one, but he keeps moving.  He brushes 
them off like they were snowflakes.  His determination has overtaken his being.  Finally 



he starts to catch up with the prince.  He jumps forward and grabs Prince Fuzzy’s ankles 
and they both fall to the ground and roll several hundred feet.  Prince Fuzzy drops the bell 
and it slides down a hill.  Jack falls down the hill, and Jill come tumbling after… oh , I’m 
sorry.  I got distracted.  I mean Natar dives down the hill, and Prince Fuzzy comes 
charging after.  The bell hits the bottom and Natar grabs it as he pounds against the 
ground.  Prince Fuzzy lands on top of him.  Natar tosses him off.  He holds the bell high 
in the air. 
     “Give it to me!” yells Prince Fuzzy.  “What right do you ogres have to it?  It belongs 
to us; it should be ours! 
     “I will see to it that the Fuzz Buckets never, ever get their hands on the One Ding!”  
Natar swings his arm around rapidly with the bell firmly gripped in his hand.  He yells 
out, “Kana, lana, mana, nana, foo, foo!”  He releases the bell and it soars into the air.  The 
nonsensical words of his chant echo through the sky and suddenly a bright light appears.  
The piercingly white, bright light descends upon the bell in mid air. A loud noise like the 
rushing of a thousand winds tears across the plains, and then poof!  The One Ding is 
gone.  Again, let me remind you that this is science, not magic.   
     “Noooooooooooooo!”  Prince Fuzzy’s cry echoes throughout the land of Carnia and 
even faintly pierces into our world.  “This isn’t over yet, ogre!” 
     “Oh, I think it is,” replies Natar. 
     “I will find it,” insists Prince Fuzzy.  “No matter where you’ve sent it, I will find it!” 
 


